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	No matter how quickly or slowly you read now, you can read much more rapidly by adopting the speed-reading techniques described In this book. You can also comprehend, retain, and recall what you read much more successlully. You can become an efficient and effective reader, one who reads with confidence and greater understanding. You can read more in the time you devote to reading and get more from the articles and books you read.


	This book represents all that I know and have discovered about speed reading during my 40 years as a speed-reading Instructor and developer of speed-reading software. I have had the great pleasure of seeing my students' reading speeds and comprehension Improve dramatically, and I have also seen them derive greater pleasure from reading. These goals — increasing your reading speed and your pleasure from reading — are what this book is all about.
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Beginning JSONApress, 2015

	Beginning JSON is the definitive guide to JSON - JavaScript Object Notation - today’s standard in data formatting for the web. The book starts with the basics, and walks you through all aspects of using the JSON format. Beginning JSON covers all areas of JSON from the basics of data formats to creating...
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Encyclopedia of Urban LegendsABC Clio, 2001
Any folklorist who saw the 1998 Columbia Pictures film Urban Legend will probably remember the library scene for its depiction of one aspect of folklore research. In this scene the beautiful student Natalie (played by Alicia Witt) suspects that recent campus mayhem was inspired by urban legends, the same kind of stories...
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Programming Microsoft. NET XML Web servicesMicrosoft Press, 2004
Get the in-depth reference and guidance you need to create and consume  high-performance, cross-platform Web solutions in the Microsoft .NET  environment. This exhaustive resource cuts to the heart of developing XML Web  services and their clients—offering expert insights on the relevant standards,  .NET classes, and key design and...
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Excel Timesaving Techniques For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2004
Covering formulas, charts, data lists, macros, and versions 2000, 2002, and 2003, this book offers more than seventy easy-to-follow techniques that show both new and experienced Excel users how to save time and avoid tedious or redundant tasks. Bestselling author Greg Harvey includes information on customizing Excel's menus and toolbars; modifying...
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The Strategic Bond Investor, Third Edition: Strategic Tools to Unlock the Power of the Bond MarketMcGraw-Hill, 2021

	The bestselling bond investing classic?updated to help you profit today and position yourself for the post-COVID era and decade ahead

	

	Since the 2008 global financial crisis, the investing world has changed radically. Credit is more difficult to access, populations across the world are aging, and economic growth has...
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Digital Wedding Photography For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Expert advice on becoming a successful wedding photographer


	Wedding photography can be a great hobby or home-based business. But while it's an exciting and lucrative field, it also has its challenges.


	Now, you can turn to Digital Wedding Photography For Dummies for friendly, hands-on guidance on...
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